Abstract. A divergent integral can sometimes be handled by assigning to it as its value the finite part in the sense of Hadamard. This is done by expanding the integral over the complement of a symmetric neighborhood of a singularity in powers of the radius, and throwing away the negative powers. In this paper the finite part of a singular integral of Cauchy type is defined, and this is then used to describe the boundary behavior of derivatives of a Cauchy-type integral. The finite part of a singular integral of Bochner-Martinelli type is studied, and an extension of the Plemelj jump formulas is shown to hold.
Introduction
We know that an integral of the type For a given function / the finite part is obtained here by subtracting negative powers, if any, of e in an expansion of the integral over the interval [a, b] minus the symmetric interval [u -e, u + e] . If u = a or u = b , the finite part can also be defined, but it is somewhat less stable then for integer k. So we shall call the right-hand side of (1.2) or (1.4) the finite part of the integral (1.1), (1.3) respectively; in the special case k = 0 in (1.4), when there are no negative powers of e , it is also known as the principal value, or Cauchy principal value. We shall use the notation FP / and PV /, respectively. See Hörmander [1983:70] for a general definition. Similarly we can define the finite part of a singular integral f(z)dz i cyz-1/)*+' ueC, where C is a closed curve. We can get formulas corresponding to the Plemelj jump formulas. This paper is aimed at studying singular integrals in C" . In §2 we define the finite part of a singular integral L ds (Z) is (i -vciy-ß+k and obtain the corresponding Plemelj jump formulas which describe the boundary behavior of the higher derivatives of a Cauchy-type integral. In §3 we define the finite part of the singular integral of Bochner-Martinelli type / f(z)Zk~w*K2n-X(z,w), weil, k=l,...,«, Jsi \z-w\l and obtain similar theorems. This paper is finished under the guidance of my advisors, Professor Christer Kiselman and Professor Zhong Tongde. Professor L. A. Aizenberg read this paper carefully and gave me suggestions. I am very grateful for his help.
Finite part of singular integrals on spheres
In several complex variables we do not have a kernel with all the good properties of the Cauchy kernel-both domain invariant and holomorphy. However, for a given domain there may exist good kernels, and in the case of the ball we can use Ui-ztrnds(Ç).
CO
Here £ = (£,, ... , £"), z = (zx,... , z") are points in C" , and we use matrix multiplication, the prime indicating the transpose of a matrix so that zc\ = ¿ZzjZj and \z\ = \Zz~z'. We define the kernel for t\ on the unit sphere and z in the closed unit ball. We shall use the notations B = {zeC; zz'< 1}, S = {zeCn; zt = 1} for the open unit ball and its boundary, the unit sphere, respectively. Moreover ds(Ç) denotes the area element of the unit sphere whose area is / ds(Z) = w = to2n-X = =^r. Js 1(«)
Suppose / is an integrable function on S. Then di, urn?-(°Js(l-z^)n exists for all z e B , because in this case the integrand has no singularity at all. For z G S the integral exists for a particular point z if |/(¿;)| < C|£ -z\a for some a > 0. Indeed, without losing generality we may take z = ( 1, 0, ... , 0) and assume that supp/ c {Ç e S ; Çx ^ 0}. Then
so if we introduce local coordinates (y,w) = (\l-Çx\,Ç2,...,Çn)eRx C~x on the unit sphere near ( 1, 0, ... , 0), the singularity of f(£)/( 1 -z~t\)n is not worse than that of the locally integrable function (v + \w\2)~n+al2 .
Generally for every z e S and a Holder-continuous function /, we can define the Cauchy principal value of (2.1) as i/_íííL¿s({)=limi/ ^(f.
and we have a Plemelj jump formula, as shown in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2; see Gong [1982] .
Lemma 2.1. Suppose f is a Holder-continuous function on S, i.e., that there exist numbers a with 0 < a < 1 and C such that for any Ç, n e S we have l/(£) _ f(n)\ < C\£ -'/I" • Then the Cauchy principal value exists and we have that w Js (1 -vtl)n MJs (l -vtl)" 2 (3) (Partial integration). Let k be a positive integer and let 0 < ß < 1. For any z e B, zx±0, and any surface X c S, z £ I, we have I-
where An>ßskj denotes the constant 1 (2.2) An<ßtkJ-tn_ß + k_iy..(n_ß + k_l_fl2*-ii*'
In particular, when z e B, z, ^ 0, we can take Z = S and obtain
Proof. Since B(p, \) c {z e C" ; z, ^ 0}, L/ is well defined on some neighborhood of S and (1) and (2) follow from the definition of the operator L. We shall prove (3).
On the unit sphere S we have {,dfi + • • • + lndtln + c¡xdt¡x +■■■ + t\ndln = 0.
On the subset of S where £, ^ 0 we have, if y > 2, rf?, = -^-dlj mod (dtlx ,...,dt\n,dl2,..., [dlj] ,..., dln).
Here and in the sequel the notation \dc\f\ means that d~t\j shall be omitted.
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The area element can be expressed as follows:
Because of supp/c B(p, 1/2) and dix = -íi^fi fli mod(rf¿2 ,...,dt\n,d12,...,d1n),
we get for any positive number m :
Now (3) follows by iteration.
In view of Lemma 2.3 it is reasonable to give the following definition.
Definition 2.4. For any function / which is k -1 times continuously differentiable on some neighborhood of S, k > 1, and any number ß with 0 < ß < 1 we define the finite part of a singular integral
provided the limit exists. Here Anß^tj are the constants defined by (2.2).
Theorem 2.5.
( 1 ) Suppose f is a continuous function on some neighborhood of S and is continuously differentiable up to order k with Holder-continuous derivatives. Then the finite part in Definition 2.4 exists.
(2) There exist constants Cj, j = 0, ... , k -1, such that
provided that f is 2k times differentiable. Therefore the finite part of a singular integral is obtained by subtracting the negative powers of e from an expansion of the integral over the complement of a symmetric neighborhood of the singularity in the case 0 < ß < 1.
Proof. (1) Take an open covering (Uj)x<j<m of S such that p e Ux and Ux cB(p, 1/2), and a partition of unit (fj)i<j<m subordinated to (E//)i</<m • Then we have £*, f = 1, supp(/,/) c Ux, and supp(/;/) c C\B(p, o), where 2 < j < m and o is a positive number smaller than 1/2.
Let /' = Y™=2fjf; then supp/' c C"\B(p, a). If e is small enough, we have that 
If e is small enough, we have 5n{|l-<^,|<e}c B(p, a). Therefore we see
ecause all partial derivatives of / are Holder continuous, all partial derivatives of /,/ are Holder continuous. According to Lemma 2.3, Lk(fxf) is Holder continuous and so the above limit exists, which is a Cauchy principal in the case ß = 0 ; a convergent integral in case 0 < ß < 1 .
(2) Let Se = 5n{|l-?,|=e}.
Let
where g is any 2j times differentiable function. We shall prove that there exists a function <p which is real analytic at the point e = 0 such that 9j(e) = l^ + 0(eß). now sum over all 5, t and K such that 0 < s < j , -n -2j < t < -n + j, \K\ < 2j ; this gives Using the known result that J0 sin 0, cos 0,^0, = 0, we get u2du2 ■ ■ -du2n j Jae, = / sin2"-30,cos0,i/0, / sin2"-4 82dd2 ■ ■■ Jo Jo
The integrals in braces are continuous functions of e. So when e -» 0, the limit exists.
Proof of'(3.2). Applying spherical coordinates we know that dt.
Therefore we obtain (3.2) when 7 = 1.
Proof of (3.3). Applying the spherical coordinates (3.6) we know that which is what we have to prove. Proof of"(3.5). As in the proof of (3.2) we get / Ja, 
Bkf (0) 7n~x(n -IV n(2n-l)\\ ' 0, k = 2, ... , n;
here b2n-i is the volume of the unit ball of dimension 2« -1 and Cn is the constant in the Bochner-Martinelli kernel. Proof. We prove only the case of k = 1 ; other cases can be proved similarly. By Stokes' formula we get According to Lemma 3.1, lims_o^i exists.
The last identity is obtained by Stokes' formula. By the method used in proving Lemma 3.3 we can prove that the last three terms tend to zero as e tends to zero.
Jß{0,e)na
Jo Jo Jo Therefore we see that^( e) = ^(20"-1C"è2"-1/(0) + o(l).
The proof is finished. Here b2"-X is the volume of the unit ball of dimension 2« -1 and C" is the constant in the Bochner-Martinelli kernel.
By applying Lemma 3.3 we get Now (3.10) follows from (3.11) and (3.12). Now let us consider the general case. In the sequel we assume that Q is the boundary of a domain D and is of class C3. Let a e £2 be a point. Assume that Q is defined locally by an equation r(z) = 0 in a neighborhood of a point a, dr\z=a ^ 0, so that its tangent plane at the point a is
We make a unitary transformation (z,--a;) = 0. z-a = z*U, zk-ak = Yz*jujk, 
